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                        The SofaBOX.

                    

                

                
                    
                        SofaBOX – the trend-sitter for outdoor use and indoor use

                            

                            The "sofa for renting" for every opportunity- mobile, comfortable and indestructible!

                            Simply opening up and enjoying. Goes to see you here how:

                            

                          When we say “outdoor use”, we mean rough environments with wind, rain and snow, heat and cold. When closed, the SofaBOX doesn’t mind the weather. If the sun happens to come out, you just open the lid and simply swing the elegant seating surface in position. Done.

                           

                          The choice of materials is crucial for outdoor use: the materials must be robust, lightweight and of high quality. In addition to meeting these requirements, the SofaBOX also features an innovative design. It is based on high-quality aluminum transit cases and the seating and the cushioning are made of weatherproof, non-fading materials.
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                        And what's more: the older the SofaBOX gets, the more often you use it and the more it is exposed to wind and weather, the more patina it develops and the better it becomes.

                           

                          However, if you still want to stow away the SofaBOX every once in a while, you will be surprised at how lightweight it is. Up to five SofaBOXes can be safely stacked on top of each other. The SofaBOX is just the right thing for mobile use!

                           

                          We will also be glad to develop a SofaBOX in compliance with your corporate design guidelines.

                        

                    

                

            
        

    


  
    
      
        
          
            SofaBOX Europe

            FiBlu GbR / Sofabox Europe  ·  Talheimerstr. 32  ·  74223 Flein  ·  Germany  ·  info@sofabox.de

              Reimund E. Fischer +49 (0) 160 - 972 160 56  ·  Georg Blum +49 (0) 171 - 623 35 23
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